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SWADDLE & BURP BLANKETS 
All Happy Rascals swaddle and burp blankets are pre-washed, which makes them wonderfully soft and particularly skin- 
friendly. Thanks to their breathability, they always ensure dry comfort. Whether as a cuddle cloth or burp cloth – the Swaddle 
& Burp Blankets from LÄSSIG are always there when you need them. In the XL version, the blankets can even be used as a 
summer and baby carriage blanket as well as a changing mat. Made from 100% GOTS-certified cotton (organic), the swaddle 
& burp cloths are not only sustainable, but also easy to care for. Simply wash them at 60 °C and then put them in the dryer – 
and they will be hygienically clean and ready for use again. 

Material: 100% cotton (organic) 

LIKE A LOVING HUG

The new Swaddle & Burp Blankets for a relaxed everyday family life

The HAPPY RASCALS collection from LÄSSIG is a tribute to a happy childhood characterized by love, security, wonderful 
memories and positivity. It is a series that fills the world of little ones with joy and brightens up everyday life for parents and 
children alike. The soft and cuddly swaddle and cuddle cloths from the Happy Rascals collection accompany children through 
their babyhood and provide support and security.

Size L Size XLSize M

Happy Rascals 
Lavender & Sky blue 

85 x 85 cm, 3 pcs.  
RRP: 24.95 £

Happy Rascals 
Heart & Smile 

120 x 120 cm, 2 pcs.  
RRP: 27.95 £

Happy Rascals
Heart lavender & Smile sky blue 

60 x 60 cm, 3 pcs.
RRP: 16.95 £
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Happy Rascals SmileHappy Rascals Heart

HEAVENLY SOFT SWADDLES 

The Heavenly Soft Swaddles feel like a soft hug. Pre-washed and incredibly soft, they give little ones a feeling of love and 
security. The swaddles are true all-rounders and adapt effortlessly to the needs of everyday family life. Whether as a cuddle 
cloth, burp cloth or changing mat – the Heavenly Soft Swaddles are versatile. Washable at 40 °C and suitable for tumble 
drying, they make everyday life uncomplicated and are always fresh and cozy. Made from 70% viscose (from bamboo fiber) 
and 30% cotton, they combine uncompromising comfort with a love for the environment. 

Material: 70% viscose (made from 
bamboo fiber), 30% cotton 

Happy Rascals 
Heart lavender & Smile sky blue 

120 x 120 cm / RRP: 27.95 £

Happy Rascals 
Lavender & Sky blue 80 x 

80 cm / RRP: 24.95 £

HEAVENLY SOFT BLANKETS

The world of dreams is now even cozier thanks to the brand new baby blankets from LÄSSIG! Pre-washed and soft, they 
provide tender warmth. They are real all-rounders – 3-layered and breathable, they can be perfectly used as a cuddly 
blanket and guarantee wonderful moments of well-being. Washable at 40 °C and suitable for tumble drying, they ensure a 
relaxed, uncomplicated everyday family life. The Heavenly Soft Blankets consist of 70% viscose (made from bamboo fiber) 
and 30% cotton and are available in two fashionable designs: „Happy Rascals Heart“, with an enchanting heart print and 
„Happy Rascals Smile“, with a cheerful smiley motif.

Dimensions: 100 x 100 cm 

Material: 70% viscose, 30% cotton 

RRP: 36.95 £

Size L Size XL


